TBS EDUCATION

Founded in 1903 by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry, TBS EDUCATION is a member of the French Conférence des Grandes Écoles, and belong to the prestigious 1% of business schools holding the “triple crown” of international accreditations: AACSB, AMBA and EQUIS. With 4 campuses located in the heart of dynamic cities, such as Toulouse, Barcelona, Casablanca and Paris, and alliances with top academic institutions and multinational corporations across the globe, TBS offers a broad core curriculum of undergraduate and graduate degrees such as Bachelor, Master, MSc., MBA and DBA. Our programs are taught in French, English and cover Business, Management, Finance, Luxury, Marketing, Big Data, and Aerospace Management. TBS Education counts more than 240 partner Universities worldwide, 52000 Alumni and 6000 students.

**MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY**

- **Bachelor in Management**: three-year program with a highly professional and intercultural vocation, the aim of which is to equip future graduates with managerial skills adapted to national and international economic requirements.

- **Master in Management**: two-year program which trains expert managers, for all businesses, anywhere in the world. It is characterized by its academic rigor and coherent structure, allowing a gradual acquisition of skills with an international dimension.

- **Masters of Science (MSc)**: 12-month programs positioned in constantly evolving functional or sectoral areas. The objective is to train young graduates or experienced professionals by providing high-level specialized knowledge and skills enabling them to gain access to, or evolve in, high value-added occupations, enabling them to match their ambitions with current and future business needs.

- **Global Executive MBA**: delivers a world-class education for experienced managers looking to develop their international management competencies and leadership. This high-end program allows students to pick specialized tracks from the Strategic Management MBA or Aerospace MBA.

- **DBA**: gives decision makers the tools to create a hypothesis and through the scientific method, analyze a problem in its entirety. Cultivating innovation and originality, experienced managers learn how to create a competitive advantage.

**RESEARCH**

With more than 20 years of research and a team of 105 researching professors, TBS publishes in elite academic journals, carries out research with partners from KPMG, Airbus Group and European Commission and collaborates with international academic institutions.

The **TBS Research Center**, groups together five thematic research laboratories:
- Accounting, Auditing & Performance Management
- Entrepreneurship & Strategies
- Finance, Economics & Econometrics
- Social & Innovation Marketing
- Work, Employment & Health

Supported by the aerospace industry, within the research center, we find the Sirius Chair which is devoted to law and management within the space sector.

**STRENGTHS**

- **International influence**: More than 240 partner universities in 57 countries
- 22 double-degree agreements with top academic institutions worldwide
- 50% of the faculty is international

**Professional network**: 52000 TBS Alumni graduates
- 104 international alliances and corporate partnerships

**Modern resources**: TBS Library: 26,000 Books, 15,000 eBooks, 180 subscriptions 50,000 electronic magazines & 33 academic databases
- Innovative classrooms to reinforce collaborative learning
- Personal Career coaching
- French Language Courses
- Dedicated advisors for academic and personal assistance

**LOCATION**

Toulouse, Paris, Barcelona and Casablanca
TBS campuses are located within metropolitan areas with a recognized economic and cultural dynamism. They offer students a great opportunity to strengthen their language skills (French, English and Spanish) and to immerse themselves in a multicultural environment.

http://www.tbs-education.com